# Problems/Solutions/Events Chart

## Teacher’s Copy

### Sweet Clara and the Freedom Quilt

#### Problems

- Clara wants to be with her mother.
- Clara wants to escape from slavery.

#### Solutions

- Clara and Jack leave the Home Plantation for North Farm. They find Clara’s mother and travel north.
- Clara makes a quilt that is a map to freedom in the north. The quilt remains with Aunt Rachel to help others.

#### Events

- Clara is separated from her mother.
- Aunt Rachel teaches Clara how to sew, to get her out of working in the fields.
- Clara hears men talking about the runaways, the Ohio River, the Underground Railroad, Canada, and a map.
- Aunt Rachel explains to Clara the location of Canada and the North Star. Clara learns about maps.
- Clara realizes she can make a map in a quilt to show the way to freedom.
- People tell Clara information to help her make a quilt map.
- Clara gives the finished quilt map to Aunt Rachel when she leaves the plantation.